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Details of Visit:

Author: Juan Kerr
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 28 Nov 2001 19:00
Duration of Visit: 90 minutes
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.personalservices.org.uk

The Premises:

A City Centre Apartment in the Commercial district of Leeds. Appointed to a very high standard.

The Lady:

A stunning blonde with a well toned figure. Exceptional breasts (enhanced). Annabelle was wearing
high quality lingerie, black stockings and high heels.

The Story:

I have used PN agreat deal over the past 12 months, but have never submitted a FR before,
because I felt that I had nothing to add to those already on file. I now have something to record!

I was on business in Leeds and having reviewed the FRs and web sites selected Annabelle. I
phoned Annabelle's receptionist, a very lovely lady, who was really helpful and made an
appointment.

I arrived on time and was shown into a tastefully decorated lounge, where a drink was offered and
we chatted waiting for Annabelle.

A few minutes later, an absolutely beautiful vision appeared in a very short black dress (which
displayed her breasts quite stunningly), stockings and heels. She asked if it would be ok for her to
have a glass of wine and we ended up chatting for about 20 minutes about a number of areas we
found we had in common.

This staggeringly beautiful woman is no 'dizzy blonde' - she is inelligent and totally independent.

When we moved to the bedroom, the following 90 minutes was totally red hot, with Annabelle
providing one of the best blow-jobs (covered) I have ever experienced culminating in me coming
over those fantastic boobs.

She then quickly got the 'little chap' up again and told me that she wanted sex in three positions!
We managed many more that that and again concluded with me covering her boobs with whatever I
had left.

We talked much, much more until the time was up!
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Guys - Annabelle is probably the most beautiful woman I have ever spent time with. But she is no
'air-head'. She will entrance you both 'bodily' and intellectually. For me, that combination is just so
sexy.

As far as I am concerned, I will only visit Annabelle when I am in Leeds.
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